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News From Around PA
State Rep Daryl Metcalfe’s office received a call from the FBI asking to speak with him about his whereabouts on January 6th. They claimed to be following up on a tip from their tip line. Rep Metcalfe had already issued a news release regarding January 6th in response to the Left’s false accusation that he was in DC.

A Philly ‘gay’ man is suing his former employer, Land Title Services, for wrongful discharge claiming he was dismissed because he’s ‘gay.’ However, at the time of his dismissal, all title searchers were laid off except seven due to the pandemic.

Allentown School District teacher suspended for attending January 6th DC rally.

News From National Scene
On day one, President Biden or his team took actions that impact immigration policy: only illegal aliens with criminal convictions will be targeted for deportation; illegal aliens will be included in the census count; ended the national emergency declaration at the southern border, thus ending construction of the border wall; reinstated the Deferred Enforced Departure program which allows Liberians who had fled to the US to avoid their civil war (which ended in 2003) to stay here indefinitely; directs the Dept. of Homeland Security to take action to strengthen DACA against any future legal challenges; ended travel restrictions from terrorist nations; ended for 100 days all deportations, including dangerous criminals already in custody. (Texas has sued the administration over the deportation freeze order); paused the successful Migrant Protection Protocols program, which directed aliens with asylum claims to wait in Mexico while their asylum case made its way through immigration courts.

Also, on day one, the 1776 Commission was disbanded. However, they issued their first report two days before Biden’s actions. The White House has removed a copy of the report, but it can be found here Mike Gonzalez, a member of the commission, says, “We commissioners intend to continue meeting and fulfilling the charges of our two-year remit.”

Day One: President Biden signs executive orders to rejoin the Paris Climate Accord and block the cross-border Keystone XL pipeline. Canada says they will sue the US over this action.

President Biden has tapped the architect of DACA, Alejandro Mayorkas, to lead Dept of Homeland Security.

On the anniversary of Roe v Wade the Biden Administration declared it is “committed to codifying Roe v. Wade and appointing judges that respect foundational precedents like Roe.”

President Biden also signed an executive order that reinstated the policy forcing educational institutions to allow biological males who identify as female to compete in women’s sports and use women’s bathrooms and locker rooms.
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